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MOM, HER LADY FRIEND AND I 

Format 90’ | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

Jan is a failing book store owner and has to deal with his domineering 
mother and her beguiling and headstrong friend Rosalie. On top 
of that his flat mate Hannah is using Jan`s life as inspiration for her 
own comedy show. How does a man like Jan hold up to so many 
powerful women in his life? It seems like sperm donation is the only 
use for a man like him. Beeing fixated on his mother and beeing an 
expert on the writings of Marcel Proust, what chances does he have 
to finally “man up” and lead his life?

Cast: Max Riemelt, Katja Flint, Jasna Fritzi Bauer, Antje Traue, 

Ernst Stötzner, Jerry Hoffmann, a.m.o

THE WISHLIST

Even though she loves the holidays, public order officer Pauline 
Schwebe would rather spend Christmas on her own. For her, Yuletide 
means one thing in particular: She has to endure her family’s well-
meaning advice about her being single. Actually, she is quite content 
with her relationship status. Then, at a traffic light, she finds a wish 
list, scribbled in a child’s handwriting, in which little Leo Golombeck 
proposes a deal: If Santa sends them a lonely person to celebrate 
Christmas with, like a real family, he and his sister will get the desired 
presents. This wish list touches Pauline and it gives her an idea: In 
the spur of the moment, she invites Leo, his sister Lotte and their 
father Daniel to celebrate Christmas Eve with her and her family. 
There’s only one condition: In return, Daniel has to pretend to be 
her new boyfriend ...

Cast: Anne Schäfer, Sebastian Ströbel, Leander Menzel, Mathilda Smidt,

Lena Stolze, Hans-Uwe Bauer, a.m.o.

Format 90‘ | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

THE JOB

Miki Witt cannot get his head around it: A man was shot to death in
front of his eyes! The 16-year old was just going to swipe a few beers
when he witnesses how Lebanese clan boss Ahmed Sayed kills a federal
cop. And soon it becomes clear that he was seen. Nonetheless, 
Miki decides to take the stand and turn witness for the prosecution.
It is a hard decision, for him and his parents, Nikola and Klaus, who
have been living in separation. And it is a hard break with his life. 
Officers Sarah Brandt, Marleen Westermann and Mario Lobeck are 
supposed to protect the family. But no matter how carefully planned 
the security is, catastrophe follows and Sarah Brandt realises that 
there might be a leak ...

Cast:  Anna Bederke, Anja Kling, Aaron Hilmer, Oliver Masucci,

Georg Bloéb, Timur Isik, a.m.o.

Format 90‘ | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

DEADLY COMEBACk

Roy and Bruno Singer are father and son, but could not be further 
apart from each other. Roy is musician in every fibre of his being and 
earns his keep in Berlin, not always on the legal side of things. Bruno 
works for the police in Hamburg and dreams of working in homicide. 
His boss, Tamara Rosenberg, advises Bruno to not associate with his 
father and his impressive criminal record. But when Bruno is forced 
to make contact with his dad after his mother had an accident, he 
gets sucked into Roy’s world of crime ...

Cast: Ben Münchow, Martin Brambach, Elisa Schlott, Matthias Bundschuh,

Jeanette Hain, Margarita Broich, Lina Beckmann, Roeland Wiesnekker, a.m.o.

Format 90‘ | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

LIFE BEFORE ME

Cornelius is in a long and happy relationship with his younger partner 
Frank, when all of a sudden Julia reappears in his life. Thirty years ago, 
he had left Julia after realising that he was more attracted to men. 
She is the mother of his two children, Natasha and Abel, who have 
grown up with him, not her. Julia, a tough and successful journalist, 
has lived in San Francisco, recently going bankrupt and lonely – to 
Cornelius it seems that Julia might be going to die ...

Cast:  Matthias Habich, Stephan Kampwirth, Eleonore Weisgerber,

Maren Eggert, Florian Panzner, Lola Klamroth, a.m.o.

Format 90‘ | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie
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PRACTICE BY THE SEA

Nora Kaminski used to be a doctor on a luxury cruise ship before 
her career turned belly-up. Now, she is practically left with nothing 
and depends on her old college buddy Dr. Richard Freese for help. 
He manages to secure a job for her in his local clinic on the island 
of Rügen. But things aren’t so easy for the charming and cheerful 
soul from the Ruhr Valley in her new surroundings in the far north.

LATEST EPISODES:
•  Among Campers
•  The Lone Swimmer
•  Another Shore

Cast: Tanja Wedhorn, Stephan Kampwirth, Martin Lindow, Sinje Irslinger,

Morgane Ferru, Hans-Uwe Bauer, Patrick Heyn, a.m.o. 

Format 6 x 90‘, to be continued | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

NORTH BY NORTHWEST

It’s off to a new life for former big city cop Hauke Jacobs. In his case, 
though, moving from Hamburg to Schwanitz to set up a practice as 
veterinarian does not mean he can just stop being a cop. Helping 
the local officer Lona Vogt with her work, Hauke becomes involved 
in many interesting cases of the rural area. Over the course of his 
dealings with local police, it transpires that the move has been 
initiated as part of a witness protection program. But even when 
the program ends, Hauke decides not to move back to Hamburg 
but instead to stay on in Schwanitz.

LATEST EPISODES:
•  Mrs. Irmler
•  Things In Life

Cast: Hinnerk Schönemann, Henny Reents, Marleen Lohse, Peter Prager,

Tambet Tuisk, Jan Henrik Stahlberg, a.m.o.

Format 8 x 90‘, to be continued | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

Lisa Taubenbaum, young and full of life, has returned home from 
Berlin to the Swabian Mountains after her mother’s death in a car 
accident. She is busy trying to keep together the family-run mortuary 
business, taking over for her father who is in a wheelchair since the 
accident. But business is slow, maybe because people simply die less 
often? Or so the Taubenbaums want to think. When two deaths 
occur within 24 hours though, it seems strange. Local bank director 
Hubinger shoots himself while hunting and Ilse Wertbacher, Lisa’s 
best friend’s grandmother, seemingly dies of a heart attack. Prepping 
the bodies, Lisa begins to doubt the cause of death first with granny 
Wertbacher and then with Hubinger’s “accidental death” as well. 
She starts to investigate and even recruits a friend from Stuttgart, 
detective Zellinger – and not everyone is too happy about this.

Cast: Anna Fischer, Hartmut Volle, Frederik Bott, 

Christoph Letkowski, Patrick von Blume, a.m.o.

DEATH PAYS ALL DEBTS

Format 90‘ | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

A GOOD MOTHER THE FEAR INSIDE MY HEAD

Single mom Mona Doermer is traveling to the Baltic Sea with her 
kids Tom and Marlen. They are a strange team, the mentally unstable 
mother and her unsettlingly grown-up children. And of course, they 
immediately stick out in the small coastal settlement – especially 
to young police officer Greta. When little Marlen mysteriously 
goes missing, everyone is in an uproar. Greta, who feels a strange 
connection to the little girl, will go to any length to find the missing 
girl and uncover the dark secret of this puzzling stranger in their midst.

Cast: Petra Schmidt-Schaller, Mina Tander, Juri Winkler, 

Axel Milberg, Judy Winter, Lucas Prisor, Marek Harloff, a.m.o.

Sonja Brunner works for the Department of Corrections in the local 
prison. For years now, she has been earning the family income, 
keeping afloat both her husband Jens and stepdaughter Iris. After an 
incident with the inmate Michael Zeuner, who has taken her hostage 
in an attempt to break out of prison, Sonja requests a transfer to 
another prison. And at first, everything seems to work out, but the 
financial pressure at home is growing.

Cast: Claudia Michelsen, Ralph Herforth, Matthias Koeberlin, 

Charly Hübner, Torsten Michaelis, Marco Hofschneider, a.m.o.

Format 90‘ | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

Format 90‘ | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie
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THE PEPPERCORNS – SEASON 8-15

Format 8 x 13 x 27‘, to be continued | HD

Genre Kids | TV Series

This award-winning kids series features five children from different 
family backgrounds, with good hearts, courage and a strong sense 
of justice. Apart from the episodically complete criminal cases, the 
main recurring and overlapping features of the series are the children’s 
highs and lows, conflicts and pleasures. It is about friendship, first 
romances, awareness of life and values in a multicultural society.

Cast: Jann Piet, Ava Sophie Richter, Zoë Malia Moon, Sina Michel, Otto von Grevenmoor, 

Marleen Quentin, Emilia Flint, Ruben Storck, Luke Matt Röntgen, Emma Roth, a.m.o.

BALTIC CRIME

After six years in prison, former district attorney Karin returns to her 
house on the island of Usedom, a house the locals refer to as the 
“murder house”. Here, Karin impulsively shot her husband, because 
of his younger lover. The islanders keep their distance. Even Karin’s 
daughter, Julia, who works as a chief inspector, doesn’t entirely 
trust her. Nevertheless Karin follows her daughter’s investigations 
exactly, even to the point of interfering and eventually comes up 
with very dangerous ideas.

LATEST EPISODES:
•  Winter’s Light
•  Ghost Ship
•  A Mother’s Love

Cast: Katrin Sass, Rikke Lylloff, Max Hopp, Rainer Sellien, Peter Schneider, 

Lisa Maria Potthoff, Emma Bading, Anna Herrmann, Jörg Pose, Merab Ninidze, a.m.o.

Format 8 x 90‘, to be continued | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

LISBON LAW

DEPARTURE
Eduardo Silva, formerly a star attorney, cannot get over the death 
of his wife. Neither his work as a lawyer, nor the responsibility to 
mentor his junior lawyer Marcia Amaya interest him much. That 
is, until clothing manufacturer Alves calls for legal assistance. He 
is supposed to have blown up his own factory to cash in on the 
insurance money. A seamstress has died in the explosion ...

Cast:  Jürgen Tarrach, Vidina Popov, Katharina Pichler, Luis Lucas,

Orestes Fiedler, Martin Umbach, a.m.o.

Format 4 x 90‘, to be continued | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

INSPECTOR LINDHOLM

THE MISSING CHILD
After she failed her last assignment, detective Charlotte Lindholm 
is being transferred to Göttingen for disciplinary reasons. That is 
not just a strain on her private life, but also on her career. There are 
further frictions with her new colleague as Charlotte keeps butting 
heads with the tough detective Anaïs Schmitz. Both women need 
to put their differences aside though when an especially mysterious 
case lands on their desk ...

Cast: Maria Furtwängler, Florence Kasumba, Kathrin Ackermann,

Oskar Netzel, Daniel Donskoy, Lilly Barshy, Emilio Sakraya, a.m.o.

Format 26 x 90‘, to be continued | HD

Genre Fiction | Crime



WILD MOMENTS

Format 10 x 50‘ | HD

Genre Factual | Wildlife & Nature

Whenever humans enter the wilderness – no matter if they are 
scientists, cameramen or just outdoor fans – they will face unforgettable 
encounters: the discovery of new species in the jungles of New 
Guinea, the scary moments when a group of white sharks surround 
a diving team off the coast of South Africa and the dedicated work 
of wildlife warriors who try to save jaguars and gorillas to name a 
few. Wildlife film makers sometimes risk life and limb too.

EPISODES: Funny Encounters (2 episodes), Four Seasons – Many Traditions (2 episodes),
Dangerous & Deadly (3 episodes), Big Emotions, Wildlife Warriors, Weird!

In Siberia Uwe Anders is taken by surprise by an uninvited guest – a 
polar bear. Wildlife filmmakers experience also many emotionally 
touching moments: Oliver Goetzl and Ivo Nörenberg are witnessing 
a wolf approaching a lone newborn bison. But just in time its mother 
arrives. The ten part series shows the funniest but also the most 
dangerous and the most emotional moments in the wild.

factual10 11 factual

SECRETS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN
LIFE IN ExTREMES

REALM OF THE ROBBER CRAB

Format 2 x 43‘, 2 x 50‘ | HD, 4K

Genre Factual | Wildlife & Nature

Format 50‘ | HD, 4K

Genre Factual | Wildlife & Nature

OF POT WHALES AND DESERT FOxES
Rugged rocks, blue sea and idyllic, sandy beaches – this is the 
Mediterranean as we know it. But this impression is deceptive: the 
Mediterranean is constantly changing. The continents are moving 
towards one another. Animals have to survive under such extreme 
conditions. They must find a way to escape the danger. Between 
deserts and volcanoes, the challenges for the animals are enormous. 

OF BARBARY APES AND FIRE FISH
The contours of the Mediterranean have changed during the course 
of its history. Not far from Gibraltar the African continent was once 
connected to the European one. When the land bridge at Gibraltar 
collapsed, the Mediterranean basin filled up again. Today the Suez 
Canal is connected to the Red Sea. This route enables animals to 
reach the Mediterranean, where they cause unforeseen enviromental 
problems.

Thievery and treachery are second nature for the world’s largest land 
crab. The documentary explores the untold story of Christmas Island’s 
iconic robber crabs. Armed with claws that deliver more force than 
a lion’s bite, they can grow a metre across and are relentless in their 
search for food. However, the brash crustaceans have surprisingly 
complex private lives and often put themselves in precarious situations, 
whether escaping from frenzied ants or risking their life to deposit 
fertilised eggs into a raging ocean. To tell the story of the robber 
crab’s life cycle, directors Moritz Katz and Braydon Moloney spent 
a year in the field, following their subjects in minute detail. The 
tragedies, trials and triumphs paint a fresh, humorous portrait of 
Christmas Island and its nefarious denizens.
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WILD MEDICINE
ANIMALS’ SUPERPOWERS

Animals are true superheroes. They have superpowers that we 
humans can only dream of. Some grow back their limbs after they 
have lost them. Others let huge bones grow on their heads at a rapid 
speed. And some can go into hibernation for months without losing 
muscle. Their skills could help humans against Alzheimer’s, heart 
attack and osteoporosis. But these superpowers are still a mystery. 
How do animals do that? Scientists are trying to solve the riddles to 
help save human lives. Filmmaker Heiko De Groot has visited eight 
research projects in Europe and America. In his documentary which 
is rich of great photography he tells about the exciting detective 
work of scientists in the search for remedies for humans. The film 
impressively shows how animals can help us to save human lives 
and by that presents another argument on how important it is to 
conserve biodiversity.

Format 52‘ | HD

Genre Factual | Science

THE 1000 ISLANDS IN THE ST. LAWRENCE RIvER – 
WATER WORLD BETWEEN CANADA AND THE USA
This waterscape is of course famous for its salad sauce! The 
‘1000-Islands Dressing’ owes its name to the thousand islands in 
the St. Lawrence River, the recipe was developed here. All in all, there 
are 1800 islands in the border river between Canada and the US 
to the east of the North American continent. A paradise for nature 
lovers – and billionaires, such as Vanderbilt, Astor and Rockefeller all 
had lavish mansions built on the islands. Since 1887, the religiously-
inclined have gathered in Halfmoon Bay each summer to worship at 
the open air service here. They arrive in rowing boats, kayaks and 
yachts. Their different beliefs are of no consequence, the participants 
gain strength, above all, from the awesome nature. Susan Smith 
is always part of it all and helps the alternating preachers prepare 
and conduct the service. Anyone considering building on one of 
the islands cannot do so without Jake and Jennifer van Reenen ...

Format 45‘ | HD

Genre Factual | Travel & Adventure

MARE Tv MARE Tv

MARE Tv

HOLLAND IN THE CARIBBEAN – THE ABC ISLANDS
A for Aruba, B for Bonaire and C for Curaçao: the ABC Islands 
off the mainland coast of Venezuela belong to the Kingdom of 
the Netherlands. Each one of them has its own special mixture of 
Caribbean exoticism and colonial heritage. Picturesque Lac Bay in 
western Bonaire, is lined with dense mangrove forests. Although it 
looks beautiful, it has become a threat to the many species of fish 
here. On Aruba, the ABC of yoga is being rethought: “Yogis” hang 
upside down in trees or balance on surfboards.

PERU – ON THE COAST OF THE INCAS
There, where the coast plunges dramatically into the sea, the so-called 
Costa Peru is a gigantic desert on the Pacific, 2.400 kilometres long. 
Craggy and bizarre, as if from another planet. Ancient cultures settled 
here – the Moche and the Chimu. In their wake came the proud 
Incas, the self-proclaimed royal people and rulers of the Andes. In 
the little town of Huanchaco in the north of Peru, the local fishermen 
build a boat out of reeds every month.

Format 45‘ | HD

Genre Factual | Travel & Adventure

Format 45‘ | HD

Genre Factual | Travel & Adventure

PEOPLE, PLACES, ADvENTURES

THE HEART OF HAWAII – THE OAHU ISLAND
The Oahu island is the economic and cultural centre of the Hawaiian 
archipelago, as well as being a paradise for surfers, active holidaymakers 
and freedom lovers. The island is home to more than half of all natives 
and almost eight million foreign guests annually. Anyone searching 
for peace and seclusion won’t find either in Honolulu or Waikiki. 
Traffic congestion and a backdrop of skyscrapers belong to the town 
panorama. Hip cafes, galleries and young fashion firms have settled 
here, adding a new and modern flair to the capital. Cindy’s Lei Shoppe, 
the Chinatown florists, has been here for more than 30 years. This 
is also because the so-called Leis, the tradition of floral decoration, 
usually offered as a flower necklace or as a headdress, is still an 
important part of Hawaiian culture. Keone Nunes is well-known for 
his traditional tattooing skills, whereby the so-called Kakau Tattoos 
are virtually hammered into the skin with a hippo tooth. But Oahu 
is also an island of overwhelming natural beauty and a fascinating 
diversity on the smallest of places ...

Format 45‘ | HD

Genre Factual | Travel & Adventure

The 1000 Islands In
The sT. lawrence rIver

waTer world beTween canada and The Usa

THE OAHU ISLAND
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SECRET QATAR

THE PRIvATE NAZI

In 2022, the small Persian Gulf peninsular of Qatar will become 
the first Arabian country to host the football world championship. 
For years now, the investigations of the awful working conditions 
on championship construction sites have dominated the news 
reporting on the event. Human rights groups have criticised the 
practice that itinerant labourers, mostly from Pakistan, India or 
Nepal, have toiled on these constructions as modern slaves. Qatar’s 
image has been thoroughly ruined, even though the emirate has 
recently abolished the controversial Kafala-system and is hard at 
work to show the world a new and quite different face. But has the 
country really mended its ways?

For the first time ever this film shows the private life of Nazi-Germany 
before World War II in full real colour. 86 hours of unreleased footage 
is the stock for this stunning documentary. Private moments of 
everyday life, captured exclusively in colour by amateur film makers, 
allow an unprecedented and intimate insight into life in the Third 
Reich. A chilling reminder that happiness, tenderness and humour 
were also part of the perpetrators’ lives. Tracing the personal stories 
of eight amateur cameramen, “The Private Nazi” shows the ordinary 
life: more tangible, more authentic, more ‘normal’ than we usually 
imagine it. While parts of Europe descend into chaos, at home, 
people play with their kids, happy weddings are celebrated and 
cheerful excursions are planned with the foldboat. It’s the illusion 
of happiness under the shadow of impending doom.

Format 52‘ | HD

Genre Factual | Current Affairs

Format 52‘ | HD

Genre Factual | History

NEvER AGAIN – AMERICA’S 
YOUTH AGAINST GUN MANIA

Newtown, Orlando, Las Vegas – each of these places marks a mass 
murder during the last couple of years in the US, involving at least 
28 casualties. All the murder weapons were bought legally. It seems 
as though the tragedies occured more frequently. And politicians 
were just watching. That is, until Valentine’s Day, 2018, when a 
perpetrator started shooting at the MSD High School in Parkland, 
Florida. At the wake for the murdered 14 students and three teachers 
a handful of young people came together to voice their discontent 
towards politicians and the weapons industry. Within just a few 
weeks the teenagers organized the largest demonstrations against 
gun violence since the protests against the Vietnam War. They 
demand strict regulations for accessing weapons and to ban AR 15 
assault rifles altogether.

Format 52‘ | HD

Genre Factual | Current Affairs

WHEN FEAR MAkES YOU ILL – 
ANATOMY OF A FEELING

Fear guides us safely throughout our lives. But when fear becomes 
pathological, it can make life hell. 14 % of all Western Europeans 
suffer from anxiety disorders. In this documentary, sufferers describe 
their ordeals, while leading scientists present their latest research 
results. It is hardly possible to heal an anxiety disorder, but modern 
medication, cognitive behavioural and confrontational therapy can 
help to keep anxiety levels low. On a biological level, scientists can 
now demonstrate that it is possible to achieve good results.

Format 50‘ | HD

Genre Factual | Human Interest / Science
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